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Your solution.
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Your audiogram

Hearing aid styles

Custom 
(In-The-Ear)

Extended Wear

RIC 
(Receiver-In-Canal)

BTE 
(Behind-The-Ear)

Lyric

CIC ITCMC FS

RIC and BTE available in a host of hair, skin, fashion and fun colors:

Sand Beige Amber Beige Sandalwood Chestnut Silver GrayBeige Champagne

Velvet Black RubyGraphite Gray Petrol
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Select your hearing goals

Phonak has the right hearing solution for you — regardless of your type 
of hearing loss, lifestyle, personal preferences, age or budget.

Premium

Advanced

Standard

Essential

Follow discussions in the car Enjoy personal discussionsConverse with colleagues Hear voices from any direction

Enjoy conversations at  
noisy social events 

Chat on the phoneEnjoy fuller and richer music

Engage in outdoor  
sports activities

Enjoy conversations at 
restaurants 

Enjoy a visit to the museum

Premium  
Developed to satisfy those 
who desire and expect nothing  
but the best. Thanks to a 
complete set of trailblazing 
solutions that uniquely 
address all hearing goals,  
these hearing aids support 
understanding in even the 
most difficult listening 
situations, for example at  
a busy social event.

Advanced  
The perfect balance of 
performance and price.  
An impressive offering  
of features that enhances 
hearing ability in a variety  
of listening environments, 
including those with moderate 
levels of background noise,  
for example at a restaurant.

Standard  
Ideally suited for people who 
expect value in state-of-the-
art technology. A competitive 
feature set that has the 
capability to support the 
hearing demands of daily life 
with minimal to moderate 
levels of background noise, 
for example using the 
telephone in a public place.

Essential  
The Essential products are 
designed for people looking  
for an affordable yet effective 
solution to enhance daily 
communication abilities, 
mostly in quiet or minimal 
background noise, for example 
one on one conversations.



Connection
Wirelessly stream TV, 
music, and conversations  
in stereo quality.

Noise 
Understand speech  
over distance in groups  
or one-on-one in the  
most challenging,  
noisy environments.

Distance
Enhance one-on-one  
conversations over distance.

Phone
Talk on the phone at home  
and on your cell phone  
with ease.

Control
Easy to use remote control  
for your hearing aids and an  
App for discreet access.

Phonak Wireless Communication Portfolio

PilotOne
PilotOne II

RemoteControl App

DECT
DECT II

ComPilot Air II

RemoteMic

Roger Clip-On Mic Roger ReceiverRoger Pen 
Roger EasyPen

ComPilot
ComPilot II

TVLink II

EasyCall
EasyCall II



Phonak feature overview

Speech in Loud Noise (automatic) 
Automatically focuses on a single voice directly in front of you in a noisy crowd 
Gather with your family at a restaurant

Speech in Car  
Reduces road and car noise to make conversations in the car easier 
Enjoy catching up with passengers or a peaceful solo ride

Comfort in Echo  
Automatically reduces reverberations to improve understanding in places with echos 
Follow the tour guide at the museum without difficulty

Speech in Loud Noise (manual) 
Automatically focuses on a single voice directly in front of you in a noisy crowd 
Gather with your family at a restaurant

Music  
Allows for a more natural music listening experience 
Enjoy the melodies and harmonies at the symphony

Comfort in Noise  
Prevents the hearing aids from becoming too loud in noisy environments 
Appreciate the cheering crowd at a ball game

Speech in Noise  
Follow voices in a noisy environment 
Enjoy conversations at a wedding reception

Calm Situations  
Engage in one on one conversations in quiet 
Catch up with loved ones in your living room

Speech in Wind  
Allows you to enjoy conversations, even on a windy day 
Hear the conversation on the golf course

Speech in 360°  
Automatically focuses on the loudest speaker, regardless of their location 
Follow conversations while driving in the car

SoundRelax  
For a more relaxing listening experience 
Hear beyond clattering dishes or slamming doors

DuoPhone  
Hear phone conversations in both ears 
Talk on your home or cell phone

SoundRecover  
Gives more high-frequency audibility
Enjoy birds chirping, understand children’s voices more clearly

WhistleBlock  
Eliminates annoying whistling from hearing instruments
Keep focused on the conversation without the worry of interruption
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AutoSense OS
Accurately and precisely adapts to provide a seamless listening experience 
Move from one environment to the other, no button-pushing needed

Phonak features



www.phonak-us.com
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Lifestyle survey

This is your personal record of your solution. Feel free to add notes of your own. 
Please bring it with you to every appointment. 

Take a moment … Listen to your hearing
This page asks you and your loved ones to make notes or share a recent story on  
four situations in which you would have benefited from improved hearing:  
with family and friends, at home, in the workplace, at social activities and events.

listening to your grandchild ask you 101 questions • conversing 
in the car • talking to your neighbors across the lawn

connecting with others at customer meetings • listening to 
speeches • conference calls • working with loud machinery

getting the kids ready for school • talking on the telephone • 
enjoying a summer BBQ • listening to birds while gardening

eating out at restaurants • bars • attending outdoor sporting  
events • participating at worship services • enjoying music

Hearing with family and friends
Consider each member of your family and your closest 
friends. How do you stay in touch? 

Hearing in the workplace
Are there different parts of the day when you are looking 
for improved hearing? When? What is your goal?

Hearing at home
Think about your daily routine. Do you notice moments 
when you could benefit from improved hearing?

Social activities and events
What activities and events do you enjoy? What hearing 
goals do you have to help enjoy these environments?


